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MULTIPLE CHOICE: Choose the one most nearly correct and complete answer and insert
its letter into your answer sheet.

'D.lI,.i.JiA

1. The instantaneous speed of an object is defined to be
a. the distance it travels divided by the time it takes.

f!i) the distance it travels in a small interval of time divided by the time interval
c. the greatest magnitude of its velocity during the trip.
d. the average magnitude of its velocity during the trip-
e. none of the above.

2. A cyclist covers 120 miles between 2 pm and 6 pm. What was his average speed? .
a. 15 mph -II '~

OrJ .1 .} 120/... -3b 'JftV/-G>30 mph "\1 = af-t = I~X'-~ = ,.,.. -/ " y

c. 45 mph
d. 60 mph -
e. Not enough information is given to be able to say.

3. On a trip to Helena, you start your parked car, drive to Three Forks, stop for a one hour
coffee break and arrive and park in Helena exactly two hours afteileaving Bozeman.
Since it is 100 miles to Helena, your average speed would be 50 mph. Which of the
following statements about this trip is correct?
a. To average 50 mph the car must have averaged 100 mph for 60 minutes of the trip. "*c
b. The in~aneous speed is not 50 mph, but has a variable value as indicated on the ~
speedometer at any moment during the trip.
c: You can average 50 mph even if the speed is zero for part of the trip. ~
d. Since the car speeds up after each stop and slows down before each stop the car

must have traveled faster than 100 mph at some point in the trip +tufI.
~ll of the above statements are correct.
'-r None of the above statements is correct. -.

4. What average speed, most nearly, is required to run a marathon (26rni = 41.9 km), in 4 hours?

a. 0.3 m/s J J A.. I ~ X 14"' M -.1'b.0.8 m/s :;; .:. I-t = TI...' -4.1' XI' ~.1
~.-: 2.7/"

(C:)3.0 m/sec

T 8.0 II)/s

e. 30.0m/s

f. 80.0 m/s

-i-x '4X~ d ;l'c.

5. The average acceleration of an obje-ct over a finite time interval, L\t, is defined to be :
a. one half of the sum of the maximum and the minimum velocities divided by L\t.
b. the ave:rage velocity divided by the time interval of the acceleration.
c. the distance traveled divided by (L\t )2, the time interval squared. ...

@the difference between the final velocity and the initial velocity divided by L\t. :Peh",,~~
e. the value of the velocity at the midpoint of the tim~ interval divided by L\t

6. Which of the following quantities could specify a net-force vector ?
a. 5 kg ~ JCft ;-'1:!

.b. 5 kg ~<?wnward l' .,
c. 5 kg-mls north" ., , .-L:.
d. 5 kg-mls2 001.. ~,., ) ~ J .!.! ~~

0 kg-mls2 east d( ~ ff I 9 .tc-ir-
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7. Which of the following should be considered to be an "accelerator" in an automobile?
a. gas pedal, because it increases the speed
b., brake pedal, because it decreases the speed
c. steering wheel, because it changes direction.
d. None of these is an accelerator properly so called I .-1- .

(!}6011 of theses are accelerators properly so called, b~ ~ q.,..?t '1-' dt"'- .,jjt

8. Ifa go-cart requires 300 seconds to accelerate from zero to 90 km per hour, its average
acceleration is, most nearly,

a. 800 mI seC -,t,.-~. 9"'.Xlc),J~ '~X/d"'.".
b. 80 mI seC a.. = .:!- -' = --" " =- -

c. 8 mlseC iF-f;,' 81d ~< 3°o .rt'~-~
"

d. 0.8 mlsec- q
-@.08 mlseC = ,;;tx:;oZ. =- 0. "933

9. In the strobe diagram below the ball is mo,ving from left to right. Which statement best
describes the motion? The ball is

o o o o o 0 a. not accelerating. .

@speeding up. ~ ~.~ 1'1 J "&'f'(4""'1

c. slowing down.
d. moving with a constant speed.

.e. none of the above.

'61" "'
-

W6'k,
)(~~~

J'nit"- I.~f

10. Which of the following strobe diagrams corresponds to a situation where the ball has a
constant positive acceleration?

a. o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0...
b. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0...
C."O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0..

@000, 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
e. none of the above. " ~A4s.t ~~ e...:., ~ ~~

~~ ".,,:~ ~
A sheet of paper and a book fell at different rates in the classroom until the paper was

wadded up into a ball. We then claimed that if the air resistance could be neglected,
all objects would fall at

a. the same constant speed regardless of the type of material.
b. the same constant speed regardless of how much they weigh.
c. different constant speeds depending on the type of material:
d. different terminal velocities proportional to the square roots of the masses.
e. different accelerations proportional to their masses. J J -

@the same const~nt acceleration. ~.HJ ~ GcIl' ~..S .')'a.-'S .

g. In fact, we claimed none of the above srnce not enough mformahon IS gIven to
support any claim.

0.

12. The motion of a block sliding down a frictionless ramp can be described as motion with
a. a constant speed, independent of th~ slope of the ramp.
b. a constant speed that depends on the slope of the ramp.
c. an acceleration which increases as the block continues sliding.
d. a constant acceleration which is negative (i.e., slows the object down) due to the force

of friction.
e. a constant acceleratio~reater thatl10 IJJ!s/s. ~ -.I",.d .

(fJNone of the above.' ,...t ')t&/*1tt ~ &.-.r~ a. ",.
< ~ ~HeZ.
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13. If a ball is dropped from rest. it will fal15 m during the fIrst second. How far will it
fall during the second. third and fourth seconds all together. most nearly ?
a. 15 m -Jl:t;j-~ ~ t.a d{J) = S-"1Jt
b.30m T d (~'.= .lI.".=" ~~ "'c. 40 m ~ 2..

d. 50 m JI.J.I- J6' ~ ~t)-~ .:- 7S".""
@75 m O~"r7 'I ~

14. A ball with a mass of 1.5 kg is thrown vertically upward with a speed of 35 m/s. What are
.its speed and direction 4.5 seconds later?

a. 10 m/s upward Id-fb. 5 m/s upward '11tt) ~ "ZJ# -f7
c. zero ,,(1tS"} =- .1S-- ((~X~~j -= .1..r- -{-&"" .=.. -I(J "'JIk"

d. 5 m/s downward
0° m/s downward

15. If we use plus and minus signs to indicate the directions of velocity and acceleration in one
dimension, in which of the following situations does the object speed up? ...I .

a. negative velocity and negative acceleration. h-'t lIlt ;.. ,,~~ d(tCa"t-..
b. positive velocity and positive acceleration." p4H.G..f h

c. zero velocity and positive acceleration. hu4'1 "'P " " ." .'; ~
d. zero velocity and negative acceleration. II" , , 1're.,..l;.ot ,. ..I'

re"1In all of the above cases the object speeds up.
"-( In none of the above cases does the object speed up. . IJ c: n--lt. oAI r:i:)

Q U eST14 A/ .#'/~ j)der ;VdT ~/n-: .4J.J. .llf,.vJ"w~ ..'M. r I'DW ~ .

17. A car initially traveling north at 2 rn/s has a constant acceleration of 5 rn/s2 northward. How
far does the car travel in the fIrst 10 S, most nearly?

a. 20m f +.L 4t~. ~./() "t'-£(lO)~
b. 70 m ~ .2. .2
c. 120 m
d. 170 m --,~ -

~270 m
Y None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

,

J'~

d = xt.t) -)('(6=-d) =

: 2 ~ ..,. .$"'rO = 2..571 -t 2." ~ "-.7D ""'
"":;::

18. A circus clown plans to launch a ball vertically from a gun which gives it an initial upward
speed of 30 m/s. How high should his partner be placed so that he can just put his hand
out and catch the ball at its maximum height, most nearly? .:I ..1--

a. 4.5 m 'U -3 ~ 'hIo/~ -tr~~ tt1llfr)= c : hJl('tt,,1 TT/p
b. 15 m ~ -11( I..,..k
c.30m .,..{6) : ~ -/t/-t-=0 =f> ~". = 11;;'= l;f.~ -.~

~~ : A 1\.d ~ h J'e.tt h ~ X ("t' -Xo = .v;t~:. ! t a i" iJ;'-I

f. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.
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19. What is the net force on an 500-kg hot air balloon rising straight upward with a constant velocity
of 4m/s, most nearly?
(a1zero I-S ~ -It. ,..I {." U h\o ~ tt 4.ta/ e-tA /.ui "' 4f.1 .

~ 500 N ,
c. 1000 N
d. 2000 N
e. 5000 N
f. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

20. There are three forces acting on an object: 27 N horizontally to the left, 15 N horizontally to the right,
Iand 16 N upward. What is the magnitude of the net force ac~g on the o~ .ct, most nearly?

a. 1 N l' " II ~ ~ ~NBr ~ R +- ;a of
b. 4 N ~ II~.-J~... -a. J 8"1. I

c. 11 N ~, ~ 2.711 IS"N..F) Fx'...'. = (-2."t~~-~/6"') .-12.

d. 12 N F,NeT".= (".0 +16 +-0) = +1'
(e)20N. r-I. ..;-
L None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer. 4LFPa-/~ V 1.2 'I..a

=.r;;;i1.=.2.D
21. If the net force on a hot-air balloon is directed straight upward, which way does the

acceleration point? ..~: 2.'II~J ,. ~...t- .( pJ/6T" AtWA I
a. Downward only If the balloon IS fallIng, otherwise upward .1 ys.

b. Upward only if the balloon is rising, otherwise downward
c. Upward only if the balloon is falling, otherwise downward

A Downward only if the balloon is rising, otherwise upward
l~ None of the above is a correct statement about the acceleration.,

22. If you push on a railroad boxcar with a force of 300 N and it doesn't move, you can conclude that
a.. Newton's second law is not valid. NbJ NeT R~ .,..~ ~ ~.
b. This force is canceled by its tl}ird law partner force. N~ P4""~{ -.
c. The boxcar has too much mass to accelerate. 1""/fI~ : fl~S ..., a irt(...,/t
d. Th~re must ?e ~omeo?ject. u~der a wheel which prevents it from rollingl ~ ~Yt.t..

~ GalIleo's PnncIple of InertIa IS not relevantJ ~JI.'/i.&~M! ~ ~ ~ ~
~ None of the above conclusion& can be validly inferred. { J " 11{ ,,~

e I. ..-II.,t ~ 4Ift. M .o JJ
23. The same known net force is applied to object A and object B. The observed accelerations of the two

objects are not the same: object A has an acceleration six times that of object B. Which of the
following is correct? m r.A/6T:
('a) Object A has one sixth the mass of object B. ~ ..~~~ = rs -=- ;8 Q8

"-b': Object A has six times the mass of object B. -» GlA- ,.,
c. There may be some other unexpected force accelerating A. => -= -!1 = ,
d. There may be some other unexpected force decelerating B. 48 "".14
e. None of the above is consistent with the facts stated.

~d.

24. Which of the following is not a vector quantity?
a. force ""
b. acceleration .1""
c. weight .,..
d. velocity ~ .

~ll of the above are vector quantities.
~Two or more of the items, a through d, are non-vector quantities.
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25. The strength of gravity on Mars is only 40% of that on earth. If a child has a weight of 600 N on
earth, what would the child's mass be on Mars? ~
a. 24 kg W = IInl./ =- ~~ =i> "1 :0 ~ = ~~-"1

(§) 60 kg v ./4

c. 240 kg J ~q :.r F f ..1..- I + is-
d. 600 kg
e None of the above is correct within 10%.

26. A ball with a weight of 20 N is thrown vertically upward. What is the velocity of the ball just
as it reaches the top of its path? , .J..- ~-..I-

m zero 2 ls ~ -ff., I16fIiuI ~ ..I ~ ~ 1-,<1 I"~I'OC~
T 10m!s downward Q..l ;f~ ~ ."f,a) ~:J.,...l-)

c. 10m!s2upward --~.N:...~d "
~ 1tJIJr 0-/1,. , ~d. 20 m!S2 downward ~ ~/' 'fe 'I'.'..."

e. 20 m!S2 upward. ..ffli #., ~ .

27. A parachutist reaches terminal speed when
a. her weight goes to zero.
b. the force of air resistance exceeds her weight.
c. the force of air resistance equals her mass. .~

(G) the force of air resistance equals her weight. ~ h..t ~ Pflee ~ a~

e. only when she spreads our her limbs to increase the air resistance.
f. None of the above completions yields a correct statement.

28. Two steel balls have the same size and shape (and therefore feel the same atmospheric drag force at any
given speed) but one is hollow. They are dropped in air and their terminal speeds are measured to be
exactly the: same. Which of the following statements ~~correct?' ..~ ..1- ~ -J

a. The hollow ball has a smaller mass because it is hollow. 1 mA..lor ,. .., '-'tJ
b. The hollow ball has a larger mass because it is solid. r
c. The terminal speeds are the same because the acceleration of gravity doesn't deEend on mass ;
d. The terminal speeds are the same a\4 e~al ~ It\mls,, ~ .~AA.&. ..,.Il'" J.I-,~ ..d

(e')The two balls must have the s~e mass ~ ~~~ ~iIIC.d /1-./ ~ LJ.~
'-r'.None of the above statements .s true. ~k ~~ ~ """'

29. A 50-kg crate is being pushed across a horizontal floor by a horizontal force of 550 N. If
sliding friction is 0.20, what is the acceleration of the crate? ~~- -~: ~e:s2 v:-r=-¥I~~~ c~-

c. ~::~- f,'fp,= ~~ = J~N -

~ 9 m!S.2 ...
I.-f' None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

F.." -FFr
, .:0pN'gr

-

"'l

~- ~

~

q~~t

-
-

~ =

30. You must apply a 75-N force to pull a child's wagon across the floor at a constant speed of 0.5 mls. If
you increase your pull to 90 N, the wagon wil! ~ .

CD continue to speed up as long as you keep pullin~ fI,~ p .,., t,.~ ():,.,...
b. speed up immediately and then move at the faster co~t speed of 0.6 mls. AID ...4'-'-kI
c. speed up gradually until it reaches the speed-Of 0.6 mls and then move at that constant speed.
d. continue to move at 0.5 mls. : ,~,~ ~ #-'th-< JrAl ~ 14' J.~-- ~,JI:e4
e. do none of the above. --7
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If the earth exerts a gravitational force of 1000 N on a satellite of mass 500 kg moving in
a circular orbit orbit, what force does the satellite exert on the earth?

a. 10-23 N, or, approximately zero
b. a small, but non-negligible fraction of 1 N
c. 10,000 N
d. 5,000 N vJ 1 ~ J(i)1000N N"~'J ~ ..r".eJ =

f. None of the above is even approximately correct.

31

-~E

32. Which of the following is the third-law partner force to the force that an book exerts on
its bookshelf? It is
a. the force that the earth exerts on the book.
b. the force that the book exerts on the earth.
c. the force that the book exerts on the shelf.
d. the buoyant force that the air exerts on the book.
e None of the above forces.

33 A book sits at rest on a table. Which force does Newton's third law tell us is equal and opposite
to the gravitational force acting on the book? ..4:11.& 1..ol~.(JMa 4f~ ~1oIPic
a. the normal force by the table on the book ~ e~
b. the normal force by the book on the table .

G) the gravitational force by the book on the Earth
d~ the net force on the book
e. None of the above.

34, .You leap from a bridge with a bungee cord tied around your ankles. As you approach the river
below, the bungee cord stretches and you begin to slow down. Just before you come to a stop
the force of the cord on your ankles which is slowing. y~u ~ust be -=== .your weight?

/a\ greaterthan ~ ~ .41.er -k411 'Up~dJ t::c...Gf' If 1&
"~ equalto ~ '1~ ~ /w-e. a~~;.

c. less than ",-" .-:1.1 .-~ I 1 ::
d. much less than ~ ,"' ~ ~~ g ..'ttc;-l~.

e There is not enough information to support of any of the above statements.

35. Terrya:nd Chris pull hand-over-hand on opposite ends of a rope while st~nding on a frictionless
frozen pond. Terry's mass is 90 kg and Chris's mass is 30 kg. If Terry's acceleration is 12 mls2,
what is Chris's acceleration? .D -.I~ -~ ~--"" =. ""J ~

q? 3 6 mI s 2 AlClI: ~ 1 a..t.c .EIfI1f L .~ ~ pi# HK -voo ,.., 7 ~ T ('

. 612m1m1;2 i.e a," = ~ 4'r ~ .;i!J ./2= S' '.'1,.-- z.
c. S2 ?trc 3d " l"~
d. 4 mls ,
e. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

36. A c~ild stands.on ~ bathroom scale while riding in an elevator. The child's weight when the ele~ator I
IS not movIng IS 100 lbs. What does the scale read when the eleYalQr accelerates upward while -1!
traveling downward? r:-IJeT .S ..&I~ j\ J .,> ~ ,tl F.-r. 6 -i

a. Exactly 100 lbs ,- I .~ r WQq/ 6"tt..l,

b. Less than loo lbs 1"11"",,- -C- --A- "'> MA = "-A..kt= ~JlJ.s
Cf) Greater than 100lbs ~~ .7 ~

a. The same as it reads ~hen accelerating downward while traveling upward, by symmetry.
e. None of the above.
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37. If a race car is traveling around a circular track at a constant speed, we know that the car experiences
a. no net force. .I, c../of.

~a centripetal force, 111 ~ ;+ ae~ .Jec.".
c. a centrifugal force.
d. a net force in the forward direction.
e. all of the above.
f. none of the above.

EXI

Figure 38
A 800 kg race car is moving counterclockwise on a circular path of radius 300 m as shown in the
diagram below. Imagine that at this instant, the caris at point p and moving at a speed of 20 m/s
which is increasing at a rate of Im/s, in the upward direction on the page.

~

"" \/

)~J

p

""' /\
I, I

/

/
~

38. Refer to Figure 38. In what direction, precisely, does the net force point at the instant described?
a. i

b. J,

c. -:;

@ ~one of the above" ~ ~ r--i. ~ V ;,,-s.;.,. ~ -4( k

...~ ,.. ..,..;.J { , "k& p ) ~ ,;;1- 4. f A-H ~ 4 I ~ ~ ~ kw:t .
39. Suppose that the race track of Fig 38 is covered with a film of oil which reduces the coefficients,

(both static and kinetic) of friction on thetit~s to zero and that the car is kept in its circular paths
by cables attached to a post at the center of the track. What, most nearly, is the tension in the
cable attached to the car in Fig.38 at the instant described above?
a. 1.1 x 102 N a. ~~ .(.2 j\~ 3
b. 3.6x 102 N e..t=.T~ ~ = C7~IJ-, , ~ ..I.O7XJ.

m 1.lx103N R 3 3

~ 3.6 x 103 N
e. 1.1 x 104N
f. 3.6 x 104 N

None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.9

11

40. Suppose that the track man.agers decide to bank the frictionless track in question 38 at some"angle,
\a, chosen to make the honzontal component ~ the force normal to the roadway towards the center ,

equal ~o 3.6 x 102 N for a situation where t~ ce normal to the (banked) roadway is 4800N. The
angle IS, most nearly, a = )I/~ 3 ""XI<' ~
a. 0.75 radians = 42.9° A. ~ ..2;

~ 0.075 radians = 4.29° a. ..1;.. 4 = ~ 3-=. .D. () 7r

c. 0.0075 radians =0.429° +.~X/lJ .
d. 0.00075 radians = 0.0429° i oC;. a..~ a.. ;...I2.c.Jc.., 1 if'Gt lJ'"~
e. There is a correct banking angle, but none of the above is within 10% of the that angle. T;::Jn
f. In fact, it is not possible to obtain the specified force on the car in question by banking. ~

C;..Jr~ J1.;' (~p7~~

+.3-
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.In uniform circular motion the
a. acceleration is parallel (or antiparallel) to the velocity.. Ko~ ~H'.'...'I/ cJ ,.",,~J. .

G) acceleration is perpendicular to the velocity! ,,"#U«T 1IJb A~' ~ #IJ~ "ILo&c(i..tdlA~
c. acceleration is vertical, while the velocity can be in any direction: ~Alr~1
d. acceleration is vertical and the velocity is horizontal: Al.~ ,.

e. none of the above statements is true! ~LS'.. (i) i.s "t"tu e

42 , In motion along a straight line the. ...:;I .KR~

ro accelerat~on ~s parallel ~or antiparallel) too the velocity. 1'Q.u..,.~~ ~,~Jt ,!I/"' ~ I'
T acceleration IS perpendicular to the velocltyo fitI.rE, ~eI

c. acceleration is vertical, while the velocity can be in any direction, 1JD AIS!)IS"E
do acceleration is vertical and the velocity is horizontal. A~ : .,

e. none of the above statements is true.. F'AI.$E ~ ii ~

~~.
"

43

-'11

"A.

~.

.~
.
.
.

A migrating bird is initially flying south at 6 m!s. To avoid hitting a high-rise building, the bird
veers and over a period of 2 s changes its direction to east with the same 6 m!s speed. What is the-~
(approximate) magnitude of the bird's average acceler~~this 2-s interval, most nearly? ~~: ~::~ 1-a:1= 1~.' a~).&..:" ~21-1!L -:; -

(0 4 m!S2 A-t 1. ~4 1Jf

d. 5 m!S2 .Ji"t.C f~- ~ }.: 1f"ii+Ii.=. 8.i4l k.c..1~.&.
e. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer. -.,'

~

11f

44. What centripetatacceleration is required to follow a circular path with a radius of 50 m at a speed
of 10 m!s? I.' [-1.f1J~... /1'4~J = ~-,St.e&
@ 2 m!S2 ~ -/"1\0 U 1/4'l'

b. 4 m!S2
c. 6 m!S2
d. 8 m!S2
e. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

45., A 15-kg child on a illerry-go-round is traveling in a circle with a radius of .3 ill at a speed of 6

m/s. What is the magnitude of the net force experienced by t~--child? ~: ~~r~ Fe -= m4~ .:-;;--;:;.-~-.:-/.s""" ft. o/.J = 18~ /I/'

fC') 180 N

'-cr": 600N

e. 720 N

46; A cyclist turns a comer with a radius of 100 m at a speed of 20 mfs. What is the magnitude of the
cyclist' s acceleration ?
a. 0.4 mfs2 Lr~ -/ .l() ~./ -= + )ft~c. 3.
b. 2.5 mfs2 a = /12 -l' ~//4'fJ j"'A.

(C) 4.0 mfs2
'7 5.0 mfs2

e. 25 mfs2
f. 2000 mfs2
g. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer .
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47. A red ball is thrown straight down from the edge of a tall cliff with a speed of 10 m/s. At the same time a
green ball is thrown straight up with the same speed. If the green ball travels up, stops, and
bottom of the cliff, how many second~ later than the red ball will it land? II .l () =
a. I s 6'-" ...u )1 FU ,r ~ .: I. ~, I 4'r..s 'fee ~...t

<J) 2 s ~ it M f;Ur "."".--'-11,.- 4'-/C r..J.F<, at
c 3 s -..1 ...;...:-&1 4 )
d: 6 s ,6 " ~ ..rT~~ -4e.c1/.1 J """-1 ~ J IAJIJi ~ 6( " ~~ :

e. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer. .rA"'e- 41 ~ t&f 8JI ~

48. A red ball is thrown straight down from the edge of a tall cliff with a speed of 10 m/s. At the same time a
green ball is thrown straight up with the same speed. If the green ball travels up, stops, and then drops
bottom of the cliff, which ball (if either) will be traveling fastest when it reaches the ground below?
(Neglect air resistance.)
a. The red ball
b. The green ball C",~ ~ n,.J 4

@ Both balls will be traveling at the same speed: --~ ~I '1 ,
d. Without air resistance there is not enough information to say. AL, ~ ~ ~ Rt..d

e. None of the above conclusions can be validly inferred.

Scenario 49
A gun is held horizontally and fired. At the same time the bullet leaves the gun's barrel an
identical bullet is dropped from the same height. Neglect air resistance.

49. ~fer to Scenario 49. Which bullet will hit t~e gI:ounQwith~h-epeat~(y~loci!yl ~ -, -~
<v The bullet that was fired: .c~~~ I'.. ~U' 4.. h.I'1'1.2:d'8Jv.l c-,~ -,,~-~

b. The bullet that was dropped oft..,./~i)voe"L1ilt:'al r 1'~, ~
c. It will be a tie, because the acceleratio~of gravity is the same for both. " ,

d. The bullet that was fired, because it feels the force of gravity over a longer distance.- , ~
e. The. bullet that was dropped, because it falls for a longer time fatIC ~-

f. None of the above assertions i~ correct ~ \ ~

50. Which of the following stateme{lts about projectile motion is true' (neglecting air resistance)?

a. The horizontal and vertical motions are independent. oh. b. The force on the projectile is constant throughout the flight. ""'*& t f Ja " = J"f

c. The acceleration of the projectile is copstant throughout the flight. -fwu 4 ,:0 -,

d. The force on the projectile is always vertically downward M& : 1--.J. .'..a II ,t,-wr

G) All of the above statements are true. '-~.d " ~

f. None of the above answers is correct.

51. In projectile motion the .1.~
a. acceleration is parallel (or antiparallel) to the velocity. /i-/4r "'"~"ar &::
b. acceleration is perpendicular to the velocity. 1/dT Ii J.-""'J
c. acceleration varies with the direction of the velocity. .~l.JE: '1 "
d. acceleration is horizontal and the net velocity is horizontal. I': (11" ~' J l-
e. acceleration varies with the hight of the projectile. FMl.te ..a" is J.I&"'-~

~ None of the above is true of projectile motion
.
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52. A physics student reports that upon arrival on planet X, he promptly sets up the "monkey-shoot" 1
demonstration. If the acceleration due to gravity on planet X is twice what it is on earth, he should ,
obtain a. a. miss since the monkey's weight is twice as big now. fi4c : a ee..~dt, ", ""h I / ~ .I;. S~

b. hit only if the bullet's horizontal velocity is increased. fiiIC. "A,.J/.;o~ ~N1~1
c. ~ss. since the monkey's mass is unchanged. .~.\ ~.,; -r ~.,..., sr 1~ir-3
d. hIt SInCe the ball and the monkey feel attractIve gravltatlonal forces towards one another~ H4e., .,.

a:J None of the above statements is valid. 4-t. I( '1 t. ~~ I.( V~IJ iLer-.

53. Just after being hit into a pop fly, a baseball has a horizontal speed of 20 m/s and a vertical speed
of 45 m/s upward. Ignoring air resistance what are these speeds nine seconds later?
a. 20 m/s horizont.al and 45 m/s upward ~ ..,,)t .:. ~ "/~ .~;..:t
b. 20 m/s horizontal and 35 m/s upward JtOT

c. 20 m/s horizontal~d 0 m/s upward '\1 f/J ~ ~ 'I -1Jlo~1r... ~-1". ,="
W 20 m/s horizontal and 45 m/s downward

e. 20 m/s horizontal and 90 m/s downward
f. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answers.

54. A golf ball is hit with a vertical speed of 30 m/s upwards and a horizontal speed of 30 m/s. How
far will the ball travel horizontally before landing on the flat surface bel~w? r- .3 ~
a. 30 m s..u I.-(, ~ "' !D11 = 3 ~ &: ~ "" "dJ
b. 60 m ,~ -,- -I JL .~ ,.4. X", ~ , Ie..-lI .+ -"..
c. 90m ~ n,~1 1
d. 120m do= 1J -t = dc.'=' JBt1)'1..

G 180m II

The remaining problems may require some computation. Choose the single best answer and entet
your choice into theNCS-Scantron answer sheet.

55.T'} detennine the height of a steep cliff an experimenter stations his assistant on the top of the
cliff anQ fires a pellet vertically upward with a speed of 70 ~s. His assistant notes that the ,

pellet reaches its maximum height just 9 m above the edge of the cliff. How high is the cliff?

a).61m; b). 254m; @236m; d). 481m; e). 691m; f) None of these answers is correct
within 10 %

1J~ =-17~ ",/"'~

.-e ~2~ 'Ift.

,.,=3
~- 9 ~ = 2+r- f =- 231. ?tc..
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56. A biker starts up a steep hill with a speed of 5m1s. His speed decreases at the rate of
O.lmls2 as he climbs the hill. He just reaches the crest of the as his speed falls to zero.
How far did the biker travel up the hill?

@125 m; b). 75 m;

a-t:)
1Jtt) =-

~t:IJ.m) -x o =

d~) = '2) .",
-

-

57. A rope is used to drag a box across a rough warehouse floor. Its angle is 45
degrees above the horizontal, and its tension is T. If the box has a mass of
25 kg, feels a frictional drag force of 75 N, and is accelerating horizontally at 0.3 mls2,
what is the value of T?

a). 7 .5N ; b),37.5N; c) 75 N;

C"N.eT:J)/ = m4,t'-1 -r

~s--
-.:P.X

-~.,,;;.;..9 -Nsr

ht ""'1;

:=

t!. r=



END of EXAM I

60. The acceleration of the moon is most nearly:


